
Second day afternoon in PCCC, Thailand 

Naoya Matsunaga 

 After eating delicious lunch provided by PCCC, we went to a big hall to present our 

study on SSH in a poster. Oh, by the way, since I ate too much in lunch, which I 

began to have a stomachache, so before the presentation start, I went to the toilet near 

the hall. However, when the thing is over, I realize that there is no toilet paper, only a 

bucket of water. I soon realize that it is the alternate way of using toilet paper but I 

really didn’t know how to use it. Here, I feel a great culture shock. Finally my buddy 

took some tissue for me and the problem was solved. 

 The presentation was like this: PCCC students divided into 7 groups. We 7 Japanese 

students present to one group and change the group to present in clockwise. I think I 

did better and better after I presented more and more, however after finishing 

50minutes presentation, my tongue was almost paralyze. I had had confidence in 

presentation but after this I came to have more confidence in presentation especially 

in English. It was terribly tiring, but was very good experience. 

 After presentation we had a break. Here, I was invited by some Thailand students to 

play soccer and basketball. Although soccer and basketball are not the sport that 

Thailand is very good at in the international field, the students there were very strong 

and very good at playing them. I suppose it is because whey they have time or after 

school, they always come to the playground and play some sport, which I think it is 

something we need. I remembered that I was same when I was a young boy… 

 Sepak takraw game was a very interesting thing after playing soccer. Kicking the ball 

with a great balance was already an astonishing sight, but even more the great smash 

made by player that was like a volleyball spiking had a enough reason to fascinate all 

of us, which made us cheer in a loud voice. 

 That night, the school prepared a wonderful dinner for the party. Eating great dinner 

with a great show which was Thailand traditional dance played by students made me 

feel like I was in a dream, so comfortable… 

 After the show was finished we took some photos with the students who played the 

show, and what surprised me was many people came to me and say if I can take photo 

with them. I was amazed that I felt I was like an idol, which made me more 

comfortable. Well, never mind about my crazy thought. 

Since we were so excited after coming back to hotel because of what had happened 

to us that day, we went to play in the pool of the hotel until late at night. Perhaps this 

was our best day in Thailand, no; every day in Thailand was great days in my life. 



Our experience in Chulabhorn, Bangkok and PCCC in Thailand 

Naoya Matsunaga 

 This time we had a great opportunity to go to Thailand PCCC to have interchange with 

students in PCCC, and to visit some places. 

 Six and a half hour flight from Narita to Bangkok wasn't a tiring trip. I spent all the 

time watching movies. Well, never mind about that. 

 When we arrived and met the teacher from PCCC, we soon felt that Das Land des 

Lachelns --- smiling country--- really exists. They welcomed us very friendly, and I 

could feel-relieved that my Thailand trip will be a great one. 

 Indeed, PCCC teachers and students were so kind and we were welcomed everywhere. 

I can't express my whole gratitude to them. Wonderful and delicious dinner prepared 

for us, taking us to go sightseeing to some great places, these things are something we 

don't have confidence to do that good when they come to Japan this fall. Also, it seemed 

that students really looking forward to seeing us, since when they saw us they seem to 

be excited, many of them came to us and ask to take some photos, giving us many 

souvenirs of Thailand, and they really cared for us which showed that they are very 

kind people. We are still taking contact in Facebook and LINE. 

 Activites in PCCC were the main thing of this trip. Our teacher did physic and 

chemistry classes for students, and I was impressed at them in two things. First, they 

really respect teachers. I've heard that in Thailand they really respect seniors and it was 

true. Even though they were talking loudly before the class, they became very quiet 

right after the class started. Also, they are really clever. Our teacher showed some 

experiments to observe some physic law, and the students tried to combine these 

experiments to see what will happen, and if there's something they don't know they will 

eagerly ask. We also did soil microbe observation. It seemed that it was the first time for 

them to do it, but they soon learn how to do and were able to find microbes quickly. 

That, I believe, is the reason why Thailand is developing rapidly nowadays.  

 What did I learn from this Thailand interchange? There are many things, but the most 

important thing of all, is that even though we are different people, we could become 

good  friends in short term, and we could study and play sport together. From this I 

deeply feel that there's nothing impossible for different peoples to have good 

relationship altogether we all are human kind. This is a very important idea for us who 

are studying science course which our job in the future will definitely connect more to 

the international society. I want to visit more countries to experience this idea. 

 This journey was one of the greatest events that have happened in my life. 

Remembering what we experienced and learned there, I want to make it a useful one in 

the future. Here I express my whole gratitude. Thank you very much. 


